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DelightFULL and Essential Home are sister Brands when one 
creates unique lamps and another complement is an innovation 
by Mid-Century Modern furniture.

Welcome the warm weather with cheer and excitement as you update your 
interiors with a colorful and lightened look this summer. You just have to 
be creative and use some of these coolest decoration ideas for your home 
interior decorations. This Press Release is all about giving you the inspiration 
to create something amazing this season. It is very important to keep in mind 
that the best way to go, is to keep it simple and pretty. By combining some 
neutral accents with some colorful decorations, you can creatively give a 
contemporary and vibrant look to your interiors. From indoor to outdoor, we 
promise our tips won’t disappoint you!
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Want to infuse your home with a little bit of beach chic for the summer? Or 
maybe for the whole year? This moodboard is the perfect fitting for you! 
Combining white, yellow, and different shades of pastel colors, what’s not to 
love about it? These fabulous colors can be mixed and matched with other 
pastels, as well as other styles of hues. The secret is to find the right balance 
between the soft hues and contrasting details that can be achieved through 
metallics or event bold or cheerful tones.

Galliano pendant lamp features a modern, sleek design that will 
complement the decor in any setting. This beautiful uniquely design 
industrial pendant lighting is simply one of DelightFULL’s top best sellers. 
Up to 5 tubes and with a structure tailor-made in steel, Galliano produces 
a unique and gorgeous lighting effect. The body is covered by gold-plated 
interior finish, while on the outside they were painted a matte black, which 
provides a unique pendant lamp. Clean lines and mid-century modern 
vibe combined with versatility make Galliano a useful delight. 

A contemporary and modern armchair with a touch of vintage and 
retro is just what you need and exactly what you’ll find in this piece. 
With a unique and stunning design, Charlotte stuns in its beautiful 

customizable textile and polished brass and glossy black legs.
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With a modern design, Marcus suspension has a delicate aftermath for a 
well-lit home. A customizable piece, this modern lighting design fits in any 
modern style home decor, suited for the most exquisite rooms. A clean cut 
look with a timeless aesthetic, this modern suspension lamp is the suited one 
for a contemporary style decor as well as a modern lobby hotel design.

Coltrane mid-century wall sconce is inspired by the famous John Coltrane 
and it is the perfect piece to create a beautiful lighting effect both indoors 
and outdoors. Handmade in steel by DelightFULL’s skilled artisans, it is a 
great example of how less is more. This wall light fixture has matte black 
and gold powder paint finishes, which give it a more contemporary style. 
It is prepared to be used in more humid atmospheres, making it the perfect 
outdoor sconce. You can pair up to two iron tubes, which will help to create 
a statement in your modern home decor. Additionally, it can be used in 
more minimalist hotel rooms.
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During times like these, we need something to look forward to, and that one 
thing is summer. This moodboard is a combination of what we want Summer 
season to be, and our favorite trends. There’s no escaping trends. Whether 
you live by them or feel totally unaffected, from popular paint shades to 
furniture choices, everything designed for our homes is influenced by a 
wider trend- as we are showing you! A fanciful lamp to add a tropical vibe. Built in the shape of a classic 

pineapple, which has been a classic symbol used in decorative 
arts and architecture, this modern table lamp conveys a sense of 

hospitality.
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The neon-lit pink core creates a serene and lovely mood 
in a dark interior. The purple violet color is mixed with the 
polished stainless steel to create a prodigious contrast. 
With a height of 1 meter, the stylish lamp (and here we go 
again with the S!) will give to any project a unique touch. 
You can also use this lamp outside. Put it on the ground or 
on the wall: both will look perfect.
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Inspired by Janis Joplin’s music “Best of The Best Gold”, Janis floor lamp 
recovers the golden jazz spirit of the 60’s. Covered by a golden bath, this 
entrance floor lamp was designed to make a powerful statement with its mid-
century modern design. With almost 67 inches, Janis is 100% handmade 
in brass, boasting a high-quality craftsmanship. This tall standing lamp fits 
beautifully in a modern entryway or in a classic living room corner since it 
is an excellent match for both contemporary and classic decors.

A modular sofa abound with purity and simplicity. Three different modules, 
available in a wide color array of water-repellent polyester fibre, provide 
an ever changing environment with due elegance and charm. It looks just 
like a futuristic, space-themed piece that is comfortable enough to lessen the 
grip of gravity!
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It’s not just the indoors that matter... With summer on its way, it’s time to start 
thinking and planning your outdoor summer decor, too. For us, it’s all about 
keeping it simple. Outdoor living tips and tricks to make the most out of your 
space and create the backyard paradise you’re looking for, it’s our thing 
now. With Essential Home’s outdoor collection, and DelightFULL’s classic 
outdoor pieces, what could go wrong?

Through a contemporary interpretation of the traditional swing, 
Fable intends to recreate the memories held closest, the character 
defining moments and the feelings that can’t be forgotten. 
Lacquered stainless steel and copper joints hold an inviting floating 
sofa, available in a wide color array of water repellent polyester 
fibre. This swing will elevate your outdoor decor with its simple yet 

stunning elegance.
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With Saccu, its design intends to shorten the distance that 
separates space age aesthetics and mid-century style. 
With a design that makes it look like a comfortable cloud 
on your backyard, it manages to gather attention and find 
its place on an outdoor design. It’s peaceful, serene and 
relaxing, and it’s a wonder for the meticulous designer 
eye.
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Trust us, you can design it. 
Be part of this mid-century 

Summer ride.

GET YOUR FREE ADMISSION TICKET - MID-CENTURY CLUB.
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